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INTRODUCTION 

About Emma Rae’s Designs

I am always drawing. When I made my first quilt, my mom 
let me quilt it myself on her longarm quilting machine. I 
was really nervous, but she said to just quilt like I drew my 
designs. It turned out that it wasn’t that much different 
than drawing on paper. I was able to quilt all the designs 
that were in my head, and it actually looked pretty good 
for my first quilt.

I picture quilting all of the designs in my head as I’m drawing 
them out.  It is amazing to see the designs that can be 
quilted. I wanted to create this book of freehand quilting 
designs so that others could get ideas for quilting. I hope 
that people can look at these drawings and be inspired. 

Some of the designs are more labor intensive than others. 
It might be easier to draw them on paper before attempting 
to quilt them. Doodle on paper whenever you have a few 
spare minutes.  You can use a child’s Magna Doodle toy 
to keep by your quilting area to draw out designs and 
easily erase them.  Do a few practice quilts using different 
variations of these designs. 

If you would really like to spice up your quilts, echo quilt 
around some of the designs, or embellish the designs 
by adding your own personal touch. It is always fun to 
change something in a design and make it unique.  Make 
it yours!

I hope you enjoy this book of freehand quilting designs.  
Quilting is an art, and with a lot of practicing, anyone can 
become an artist. 
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How to use the Designs in this Book

This book was written and the designs drawn out to help 
you use your own imagination to become a better quilter.  
If you’ve already started quilting on your own, hopefully 
you’ve been collecting designs to keep in your own 
Design Idea Book.  These designs should add a great 
section of whimsy to your Design Idea Book.  

These designs are made for you to look at and then quilt 
onto your quilt.  These are freeform designs, and you can 
add your own twist to them.  Use them to inspire you to 
add your own favorite movements.  These designs are 
not made to be copied exactly by tracing them onto your 
quilt or using them like a pantograph pattern.  However, 
that can be done if you’d like to use them that way.  

Different ways to use quilting ideas:

1.  Look at the design.  Get some paper.  While you’re 
looking at the design, try to draw it out similarly to get 
a feel for the movements.  Take notice of the starting 
arrows and the ending arrows.  If this isn’t the movement 
that is comfortable for you, try it in a different direction.  
After you’ve developed a feel for the movements, try it 
out on a scrap quilt.

2.  Having a hard time getting the design straight?  Print 
out the design that interests you.  Put a piece of white 
paper OVER the design, and then trace it.  Move the 
paper and trace it again.  Then try it without the paper 
underneath.  Lastly, try it on a quilt sample.

3.  Do you want the design exactly the same?  This is 
really discouraged, because you don’t want to rely on the 
printed design like a crutch.  But, print out the design 
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that interests you.  Using your laser light or stylus, you 
can ‘copy’ this design right onto your quilt by following 
the design.  You can do this from the back of the frame 
by setting the design on the flat table, then following it 
with your laser light or stylus.  Or you can set the design 
right on the quilt next to the area that you are quilting.  
By changing your laser light to the front of the machine, 
you can ‘copy’ this right onto the block that you want 
by stitching it onto the quilt while you are following the 
design.
  
4.  Do you want the design larger or smaller?  Before you 
print out the design and want to change the size, really 
think that YOU can change the design in your head.  Look 
at the design.  Think of ways to enlarge it by adding 
more spikes or swirls.  Or make it smaller by taking some 
away.  These designs are made to look at and freehand 
quilt onto your own quilt.  Try drawing them larger or 
smaller on paper or a Magna Doodle before you attempt 
them on a quilt. 
 
5.  Tear-Away Quilting Paper.  This way is discouraged, 
but if this is the way you quilt, you can copy the designs 
onto tear-away quilting paper.  Then you can pin them 
right to your quilt and quilt right on the drawn lines.  The 
disadvantages to this is that these designs are stitch 
intensive, and it’s hard to get all those little pieces of 
paper out of small areas.  Also, by sewing over some 
marking lines, it might pull the marker color onto the 
thread and down into your quilt.  There are easier ways 
to quilt, but sometimes you want the same exact design.  
Test this out on a test quilt before attempting this on 
your heirloom quilt.  No one likes to see a quilt ruined 
with stained thread.  Beware.  
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How to use this eBook

If you are new to using electronic books, (or eBooks), 
then this will give you some tips on how to get more 
from this book.  You can print out the pages of this book, 
or you can read view them on the computer.  Some 
people set their laptops by their machine frames and 
then look at the designs.  If you print them out, you can 
take them to a copy center, and resize them so they work 
with your particular project.

The table of contents will allow you to jump right to a 
page just by clicking on the text in the table of contents.  
This makes jumping around in the book a lot easier.

-Lynn

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact us 
at KathyQuilts.com.  
Call: 888.826.0222
Email: lynn@kathyquilts.com
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Heart Attack Swirl

The Heart Attack Swirl design is fun to use when filling any 
space on a quilt. It helps to practice the swirls and then end 
those swirls with hearts. The design below is simple. The 
first step is drawing it out, and then adding other elements 
that can be easily quilted. 

SWIRLS
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The design above has a lot more detail, and a lot of different 
ideas for covering a quilt. It is basically the same basics as 
the previous design, but can fill up an entire area.  After 
practicing, it will be easier to quilt a design similar to this. 
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Zig Zag Swirl

This swirl can be plain 
or elaborate. It is neat 
to try different swirls 
and waves to spice 
things up.

Start out with a basic 
swirl and then add a 
zig zag in the center. 
Expand by putting 
swirls around the main 
swirl. Next, there is 
an option to outine or 
echo quilt the design. 
This makes the design 
stand out just a little 
more. 

Experiment by adding 
different designs in 
the center of the 
swirl, or even  leave it 
empty to keep it more 
simple.  
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Big Swirl

A simple swirl can transform into a fancy design. Just 
surround the swirl with a few waves and it looks great.
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Swirl Spike

Adding soft 
points to this 
swirl gives it a 
new, and fun 
look. 
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Add more detail to 
the spike swirl to 
create a completely 
different look.

After completing the 
first few steps of the 
spike swirl, follow 
the arrows to finish 
it off. Add loops in 
the spikes, and then 
some waves in the 
center of the swirl.
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SEAWEED SWIRL

The seaweed design can be used in many different ways. It 
gives a different look to the swirl and it looks nice on many 
quilts. 
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Reflecting the seaweed swirl gives it a 
nice, symmetrical feeling. When doing this, 
there is the choice of moving from another 
design and tranforming it into this design, 
or starting and stopping at the edges of 
the quilt. 
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Fire Ball Swirl

Quilting small oblong swirls can 
make a great look, especially 
when surrounded by other 
swirls.
Try quilting this in a circle 
or wreath and it looks really 
nice.
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Party Swirl

This swirl looks a lot like a piñata, 
and it is fun to create! Do the inner 
part of the swirl and then fill the 
outside with funky, confetti waves. 
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OR TRY it 
With the 
Leaves
pointing
down

Leaf Swirl

The leaf swirl is beautiful. 
There are many options 
to personalize this design. 
Examples are putting the 
leaves closer together, or 
making them face different 
ways. 
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Swirly Leaves

On the swirly leaf, 
make each leaf on 
one side, and then 
echo it back out to 
the stem. 

You can also try 
doing each set of 
leaves at a time. 

Follow the stem 
back down after it 
is completed. 
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Tulips

These are easy and fun. 
Go from either side to 
form many different tulips 
similar to these. 

FLOWERS
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Wild Flower

It is a pretty simple 
flower, and it works 
well for girly quilts. 

Follow the stem, 
make the leaves, 
and then the center 
of the flower. (The 
center is just swirls 
in a circle.) Next, 
create the skinny 
flower petals and 
then follow the stem 
back down.
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Now, just follow the 
instructions from the wild 
flower, but instead of 
following the stem, create 
a new stem that goes 
through the petals. Don’t 
forget to  add leaves along 
the way. 
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Spring Flower

Having Spring fever? 
Quilting these spring 
flowers can help! 

Again, do the stem 
and the leave, and 
then work on the 
center. To make the 
center, do small 
circles. Work on the 
inner petals and then 
build them on top of 
each other, working 
towards the outside. 
Next, follow the stem 
back down. 

Try doing this flower 
in a border.
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Flower Power

The petals on this design are a 
lot fuller and not as round. Make 
rounded triangles and connect them 
in the middle. Create leaves that 
are rounded and have an inner and 
outer layer. It gives the design a fun 
look. 
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Try many of the flowers from 
the flower power design to 
make a nice border. 

For even more detail, do 
smaller petals inside the 
flowers, or make a small 
swirl in each petal. 
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BORDERS

Here are some fun borders to try. 
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GALLERY

Below, there are photographs of the designs quilted. There 
are some of the designs from the book, and also some 
other designs that are fun to try. 
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